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Threats against Bush at public protests. A protester with a sign saying “Kill Bush” and advocating that the White House be
bombed, at the March 18, 2007 anti-war rally in San Francisco.

Death Threats Against Bush at Protests Ignored for Years
Justificativa. De acordo com seu idealizador, provavelmente Yuri Bezmenov, [1] a expressão "idiota útil" [2] se refere a uma
pessoa que ingenuamente pensa ser aliada dos comunistas soviéticos, porém seria supostamente desprezada e cinicamente
usada por estes comunistas.

Idiota útil – Wikipédia, a enciclopédia livre
Microstamping is a proposed technology to aid police in linking spent cases to individual guns. Guns equipped with
microstamps should leave a unique mark on the case or primer on any ammunition they fire.

California: Microstamping Challenged, Extra Waiting Period
The article says the tax rate on ammo will be increased BY 50%, not increased TO 50%. A quick check shows the CT sales tax
rate is 6.35%. A 50% increase in the sale tax rate, for ammo, would increase the tax to 9.525%.

Connecticut Dem introduces 50 percent tax on ammunition
Right-wing evangelicals, fundamentalists, and pentecostals. Why and how authoritarian evangelicals threaten Democracy and
education. For the first time since 2010, a majority of Republicans say colleges and universities have a negative impact on U.S.

Treating Australia with Contempt Foreign Citizens and
37,460 rapes of White Women by black men in 2005 — Black women raped by White men — 0! Commentary by David Duke —
The following article uses U.S. Government official crime figures to show that 37,460 White women and girls were raped by
Black men in the United States in 2005.

The Real Facts of Rape in America | INCOG MAN
Benedetto Croce (Italian: [bene?detto ?kro?t?e]; 25 February 1866 – 20 November 1952) was an Italian idealist philosopher,
historian and politician, who wrote on numerous topics, including philosophy, history, historiography and aesthetics.

Benedetto Croce - Wikipedia
Interesting and so true Why the increase in explosive wildfires? The summer of 2003, while serving as a Boy Scout Forestry
merit badge counselor, I took three of our scouts to a National Forest Ranger Station in Northern California to interview a
forest ranger.

Forest fires by a Ted Nugent | The Outdoors Trader
A study by a Toronto-based consulting and research company has revealed that over the past fifty years mainstream reporting
about Israel has been distorted to portray the Jewish state in positive terms while ignoring the plight of the Palestinians under
Israeli occupation.

Israel's Story, by Philip Giraldi - The Unz Review
The Bolsheviks had their own ten commandments and, like the church, they also mocked their opponents. The totalitarianism
of the church belongs to the past but if the church should ever regain its former power, its atrocities would probably be
repeated.

Under the Sign of the Scorpion - Juri Lina - AntiMatrix
Denial of the Holodomor (Ukrainian: ??????????? ??????????, Russian: ????????? ??????????) is the assertion that the
1932–1933 Holodomor, a man-made famine in Soviet Ukraine, did not occur or diminishing the scale and significance of the
famine. This denial and suppression of information about the ...
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Denial of the Holodomor - Wikipedia
Oh yeah, the whole business of White Genocide is absolutely real. The media acts like it’s nothing but “conspiracy theory,”
while at the same time openly and obviously brainwashing Whites into going along with it.

Brainwashing Whites for Racial Destruction | INCOG MAN
The rise of neoliberalism across the globe for decades, and its continued resilience since the 2007-2008 financial crisis in
particular, forces us to ask why there has not been a more successful resistance against it.

The Postmodern Left and the Success of Neoliberalism
His name is Andrew Yang. His proposals are here. We have a choice in assessing the Democratic hopefuls like Yang, Harris,
Sanders, O’Rourke, Warren, Booker, Biden, etc.

LRC Blog - LewRockwell
90 Comments. Brother Nathanael July 7, 2010 @ 7:42 pm. Dear Real Zionist News Family, It is now in our faces. Jews have
TOTAL CONTROL of our once Christian nation.

The Jews Who Run Congress | Real Jew News
"/pol/ - Politically Incorrect" is a board about politics, news, happenings and current events on 8chan.

/pol/ - USB drives full of redpills intensly trigger autists
Thanks for stopping by to checkout the NotSoBoringLife.com giant list of hobbies. If you are sitting at your computer, bored
out of your mind, looking for a new hobby give this list a try. It’s the easiest way to find a new hobby. Also check our list to
make sure your current hobbies are on […]

List of Hobbies - NotSoBoringLife.com
I was born and raised Mormon and was a missionary long ago. I was eventually “converted” to atheism by science, not social
issues. Step by step, science is finding explanations for things that had once seemed impossible to explain without resorting to
an infinitely powerful God.

Gramscian damage | Armed and Dangerous
53 Comments. Brother Nathanael July 18, 2010 @ 9:01 pm. Dear Real Zionist News Family, The Zionists control the West,
and the world is a helpless victim before the talk and actions of the Protocols PUT INTO PRACTICE.

Prelude To The Protocols - Napoleon & The Jewish Sanhedrin
274 Responses to “Why Smart People Defend Bad Ideas” Bill Riedel April 27, 2013 at 5:14 pm. Permalink. I think it is
relatively simple why smart people defend bad ideas.

Why Smart People Defend Bad Ideas | Scott Berkun
Surely if she had these accomplishments they’d be front and center, as a front for why she won Miss Helsinki. As an excuse
that she didn’t win just for the sake of being politically correct and diversity.

An Ugly African Woman Has Somehow Managed To Win Miss
Liberals have a conniption when us conservatives suggest President Barack Hussein Obama should be impeached. If you even
mention that on Facebook or on Twitter or to a liberal in person, the whining begins.

21 Impeachable Offenses By President Barack Hussein Obama
422 Comments ? Why Ben Shapiro Is A Total Fraud. Ezekiel May 6, 2017 at 1:35 am. Okay – a lot to take in, for someone
who just recently started taking politics seriously, but damn.

Why Ben Shapiro Is A Total Fraud | IDEAS ON IDEAS
I think the New Right is the spearhead of the Dark Enlightenment, since it’s both darker and more enlightened. The New Right
is the Dark Enlightenment Extra (or even, it is the Dark Enlightenment), and those “Dark Enlightenment” sites or authors who
are opposed to WNism are simply neither dark nor enlightened enough.
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Matt Parrott, "The 'Dark Enlightenment' is New Right Lite
"Today Our attention is directed to one of the most common of them (abuses), one of the most difficult to eradicate, and the
existence of which is sometimes to be deplored in places where everything else is deserving of the highest praise; the beauty
and sumptuousness of the temple, the splendor and the accurate performance of the ...

Vox Cantoris: Passionist Priest Edward Beck - How a
Latest breaking news, including politics, crime and celebrity. Find stories, updates and expert opinion.

News - Telegraph Online, Daily Telegraph, Sunday Telegraph
Academia.edu is a platform for academics to share research papers.

Social work, class politics and risk in the moral panic
The cross-examineress for the defense went very easy on him, letting him waffle through a less-than-compelling testimony.

Ideology Category - The Unz Review
109 Comments. Brother Nathanael March 14, 2012 @ 12:20 pm. Dear Real Jew News Family, If this Article, (one every week
along with at least one Video as time and energy level allow), this Website, this Comments Section, and the Ministry I am
trying to conduct is IMPORTANT to you and wish to SEE ME CONTINUE then please consider helping financially.

The Jewish Takeover Of Canada | Real Jew News
As you can see below, IQ rates correlate fairly well with income. America’s Jewish population, with the highest median
income, also has the highest IQ, followed by Asians, then whites, Hispanics, and blacks.

Average IQ by Race, Ethnicity, and Career . . . And Why It
The “botch after botch” comment refers to the input files that the code has to deal with because that is just how the input files
are. There is nothing necessarily wrong with having files in different formats, but it is annoying to handle the special cases.

Climategate’s “Harry Read Me” File is a Must Read
Matt Forney is an American author, journalist and radio host based in Europe. He blogs at MattForney.com and is also on
SoundCloud, Twitch, and YouTube.

Google’s Anti-White Sketch Of The Juno Mission Team Shows
Christopher Bollyn is a well-travelled writer and an investigative journalist who has done extensive research into the events of
September 11, 2001, the conflict in Middle-East and the health effects caused by exposure to depleted uranium.

Christopher Bollyn
Time to push back against the global warming Nazis February 20th, 2014 by Roy W. Spencer, Ph. D.

Time to push back against the global warming Nazis « Roy
Google Chrome doesn't have a menu bar, all of those actions can be done from the Chrome menu (Wrench icon in outdated
versions of Chrome) at the top right.
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